®

ROLLERFLO

for plastic pallet, loads
with chims or on narrow -runner skids

Rollerflo® can handle plastic pallets, wood
pallets with very few and or extremely narrow
runners as well as a wide variety of sizes and
shapes of loads. Rollerflo® conveyors are
roller conveyors with a difference! They utilize
the hysteresis control principle of Kornylak’s
patented Palletflo® urethane coated skate
wheels.
Economical And Effective
Long rollers, resting at each end on top of a
Palletflo® wheel while held in place with slots
support the Rollerflo® load. This full-width
support accommodates many different types
of pallets as well as rims of cans or drums.
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High hysteresis Palletflo® wheels are used for
the necessary speed-retarding action. These
urethane coated heavy duty skate wheels are
resilient enough to allow the rollers to handle
some degree of irregularity in the bottom of
the pallet, or can.
Extends Hysteresis Control
Rollerflo® extends the application of
hysteresis Palletflo® systems to the handling
of such products as 5-gallon pails of paint, 35and 55-gallon drums of chemicals or narrowrunner metal skids of heavy loads and many
type of plastic pallets without guidance
difficulties usually associated with such items.
www.kornylak.com • www.omniwheel.com • www.palletflo.com
Email: kornylak@kornylak.com

HYSTERESIS - A TESTED PRINCIPLE
Kornylak's Hysteresis Palletflo system overcomes the
four major problems of gravity conveying,
accumulation and storage of palletized loads:
1.

The drawing at right shows how hysteresis works
with all pallet surfaces, even wood pallets with
bottom slats crosswise and with surface
irregularities.

2.

Hysteresis Palletflo eliminates uncontrolled
speed buildup. It needs no retarders, brakes,
pacing devices or mechanisms.

3.

As indicated in the chart below, Hysteresis
Palletflo adeptly handles the wide range of load
variations from empty pallet to a heavy load of
14,000 lbs.

4.

In a Hysteresis Palletflo system, the load will start
up on its own gravity power after prolonged
storage, eliminating the usual hang up problems
in this area.

Palletflo wheels deform to accommodate any standard
pallet. Hysteresis in each controls pallet speed.

Extensive test have verified the performance of
Hysteresis Palletflo. Kornylak maintains facilities at
its Hamilton, Ohio plant for testing your load on your
pallet in a Hysteresis Palletflo system. Ask for details.
TESTS PROVE CONTOLLED SPEED
REGARDLESS OF LOAD

SPEED (feet/minute)

* The sum of the widths of all of the bottom
deck boards of a pallet.

Typical Speed Test of Standard Wood Pallet with
load to 3,000 lbs.

LOAD (pounds) Typical Speed Test of Air Cargo Pallet with load
to 14,000 lbs.

This portion charts tests run to determine effect
of load on pallet speeds using 40” X 48”
reversible slatted wood pallet; bottom boards
crosswise on conveyor; running in 40” direction;
on two standard RP210-2.5 Hysteresis rails; with
rail slope of 7/16” per foot.

This portion charts test run to determine effect of
load on pallet speed using an 48” X 125” Brooks
and Perkins air cargo pallet; running in 125”
direction; on four standard RP210-2.5 rails (two
hysteresis and two non-Hysteresis); with rail
slope of 7/16” per foot.
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